
mechanical processes that can be extracted to macroscopic scale through clever engineering of
materials, devices, and surrounding systems.

The scope also now includes the topics of artificial intelligence (AI) and neuromorphic com-
puting. Even more rapidly than quantum science and technology, machine learning is growing in
importance across basic science, engineering, and societal implementation. Stunning progress on
Grand Challenge problems like protein folding6 is making even seasoned veterans of neural
network research rethink the underlying concepts and potential applications of deep learning.
JPE is interested in several facets of these areas as applied to energy science and technology.
First, how can deep learning and other AI approaches be applied to better designing materials
and devices for photonic energy conversion?7,8 Second, how can photonic neuromorphic devices
and optical systems be used for energy efficient computing?9,10,11

We at JPE invite you to participate in the expansion of the journal’s scope and to submit
research articles in these new areas, in order to advance their fundamental understanding as well
as to forge new directions for their technological applications in renewable energy. Quantum
science and technology and neuromorphic engineering are rapidly evolving fields, and as such
they often require better descriptions and specific goals and metrics that are applicable to the
problem at hand. We invite you to apply your ingenuity and creativity in formulating these in
your submissions to the journal.
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JPE is evolving to encompass new approaches and new ways of thinking 
about photonics for energy, which is reflected in the revised list of interest 
areas within our scope.1 It now includes energy conversion mechanisms 
that explicitly harness quantum phenomena. The desire to incorporate more 
quantum-focused content stems from the rapid advancement in quantum 
science and technology seen globally. Example topics include quantum 
coherence in vibronic or energy transfer mechanisms that may play a role 
in organic photovoltaic devices,2,3 photon up- and down-conversion,4 and 
quantum transduction.5 These and other topics are exciting for their ability 
to better approach fundamental limits of energy conversion based on quantum
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